Visualization 1: This visualization represents messages from top 5 senders and is organized by month. From this we can see during which months communication was high or low. The white areas represent email that was responded to right away (within the hour) – representing email that contained information that was important to the receiver.
Visualization 2: This visualization shows the 5 top most responded to emails (longest threads). The emails are represented by the “hubs” of the circles. The colors represent the people who send the messages on the threads. The width of the circles comparatively represents how long the thread was active (days) while the length of the circle represents the time it takes on average for someone to respond to the thread. So, the blue and green thread was not active for as many days as the orange and purple thread but, per day, it contained more responses. The proximity of the circles relates the messages of the threads. For example, the purple/orange thread might have been about a CS class, the green/pink/purple thread might have been about another CS class, the pink thread about the Siebel Center, and the blue/green thread would have been about something completely non-related (ex. food in the dining halls).